Evaluation of the pressure transfer system in the intracranial cavity by coherency.
Coherency provides a method to evaluate model linearity. The characteristics of pressure wave transmission in the intracranial cavity were studied by coherency in 16 cats with hydrostatic pressure loading to assess the linearity of the system, which is an assumption for use of the transfer function. Linearity was observed in only the fundamental waves of the respiration-induced component and the cardiac-induced component of intracranial pressure oscillation, and in the second harmonic wave of the latter. Linearity at the other frequencies was close to zero. The pressure transfer system in the intracranial cavity was basically a non-linear system. As intracranial pressure rose, the increase in the pressure transfer efficiency was largest in the low-frequency domain and smallest in the high-frequency domain, indicating that the cerebral blood vessels are characterized by inferior transmission of high frequency due to increased intracranial pressure. In addition, the correlation between the coherencies of the cardiac-induced fundamental wave component and intracranial pressure, and between those of the cardiac-induced second harmonic wave component and intracranial pressure, showed that the slope of the straight line was greater between 45 and 70 mmHg than between 10 and 45 mmHg. This suggests that there is a break point, located between 45 and 70 mmHg, where the increase in the coherency values is accelerated, caused by an increase in the intracranial elastance, as well as an increase in the cerebrovascular compliance due to the reduced vascular transmural pressure.